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about us

wefts

all about wefts 
Master the art of installing weft extensions. Aka, hand tied, sew in, beaded
wefts, whatever you’d like to call it. Raquel Noble, our experienced extension
master will take you through every thing you need to know about installing
the most seamless wefts. The Noble Lengths weft extension method was
created after years of trying method after method. We finally created our
own that works seamlessly with our custom micro wefts. After taking this
class you will be able to practice, perfect, and precisely install hair leaving
your guests happier than ever. We walk through more than just the nitty
gritty, pricing, pre/ post care, placement, color matching and the install
itself. 

where we started
Raquel noble is CEO of all things noble. She has a real passion for creating a
calm luxurious environment and delivering that throughout the whole salon
experience whether you're a stylist or a guest. at noble salon we go above
and beyond by investing in the continuous education and growth on
delivering the best hair extension services. Raquel herself has been
providing extension services to her guests for years doing various training
and experimenting, after years of figuring out what works and what doesn't,
noble lengths was born. the hair extension brand has been years in the
making along with the methods to the madness, it was about time to
shared our knowledge and custom hair to the world. we hope you enjoy our
class and discover how great you can truly be. 



step by step
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4After completing beading, gently clip all the hair inside the beads upward and out
of the way. 

Sectioning- Start 3 fingers above the ear (minimum). Make a section with your rat
tail comb, connect in the back just above or on the occipital bone and all the way
around to the other side 3 fingers above the ear. Slightly diagonal back but mostly
horizontal. Horizontal sectioning in the front, more diagonal as you’re going back
where the hair can handle that. Tie all the hair up really clean and flat against the
head, working with a water sprayer to secure fly aways. 

Start bead work from right to left, small fine rectangle thin sections (vary based
on density). Make sure the sections are fully saturated in water for a clean parting.
Loop the bead through, *IF THE BEAD HAS A HARD TIME GOING ON THE SECTION
YOU’VE TAKEN TOO MUCH HAIR. IF IT SLIPS AROUND, TOO LITTLE HAIR. Clamp the bead
in the middle of the section, slightly off base. To check, pull section up and down,
make sure there is no tension and it moves easily. 

Complete bead work all around, taking small rectangle sections back to back
from each other. When you reach the other side, position yourself above the head,
getting a view of where both front beads start and end. Adjust if they’re not
aligned. 

first row:

prep:

Fill the looper with silicone lined beads that match your client’s root color.
Wash & Blow dry the client’s hair smooth and straight.

wefts



step by step
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5Start at the right side, clip your weft very securely and up to the base of the beads
following around the head. If you look closely, there is space between the front
section and the bead. Right in the middle is where you want to lay your weft. Clip
any hair that’s hanging over the other side of the front bead. Take your next weft
starting on the left side, do the same thing. Gently let the clipped up hair in beads
down, and do the same thing right to left but this time on top of beads. Clip off
any excess hair hanging past the front bead.

Sewing- string a needle arms length to your heart, clip the string. (Always pick a
color string that is matching the base color, when in doubt pick the darker color.
At the very front right start of your bead work, take the back of your needle with
the string in it and feed it under and through that little space (middle of front of
section and bead). Tie off section with wefts in it. 1- double loop, a triple loop, and
one more if you want. Cut off the excess string. Next (going under) make sure you
go under all 4 wefts and under the bead, grabbing the needle as it comes up and
make your loop. Pull UP as you stitch to keep everything tight, the knot should be
at the top of the weft. Next you will do the same on the left side of the the bead,
then Repeat on each bead, right side of the bead, under bead, left side of the
bead, then in-between. When you reach the back the head, stop and clip your
string up. Get a new string, repeat steps this time starting on the left side. Work up
until you meet in the back, tie the two strings together twice, then make a full knot
to secure, cut excess string. 

Repeat same steps. 

second row:

Sectioning- 2-3 fingers away from part line, or use the recession area as 
a guideline. Leaving at least 1-2 inches in between the previous section. 



pricing

initial install 22”installation

We recommend starting out at $150 a row 

Haircut & blow dry is charged separately. 

If you’d like to include it all start at $175-$200/row.

the hair itself

wefts

and $85 for 22inch

18” hair is $140/ piece. 
Recommended 2-4 pieces per row

22” hair is $170/ piece. 
Recommended 2-4 pieces per row

Whole sale hair (your cost) is $70 for 18”

2 pieces for the least amount of extra fullness 
3 pieces for medium fullness
4 pieces for max fullness 
5 pieces for very thick, we rarely recommend
but it is possible

6 pieces for length with minimal to normal
fullness (3 on each row)
8 pieces for length and thickness,
recommended for big length changes or
22inches (4 on each row)

9 to 10 pieces distributed onto 3 rows,
recommended 3-4 on each row or 2 on the
3rd top row 
We try and stay away from adding a third
row, its a lot of hair and clients do not have
an easy time with it. 

one row of extensions:

Two rows of extensions:

Three rows of extensions:



Use recommended sulfate free shampoo.

Hydrate with stylist recommended hair masks + hair oils.

Gently shampoo hair with the pads of your finger tips, make sure to get in

between the extensions.

Wash no more than 2-3 times a week.

Double shampoo to properly clean.

Use a heat protectant with hot tools.

Brush hair 2x daily.

Blow dry hair for best results.

Avoid avobenzone sunscreen.

Avoid putting hair extensions in the pool/ocean.

Avoid sleeping with wet hair.

Be gentle with your hair extensions.

Schedule proper maintenance.

stay beautiful, –noble lengths.

aftercare
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